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In response to questions of Ginsburg [9. 101, we prove that if cf(c)>>w,. then there exists an 
open-closed, continuous map f from a normal, realcompact space X onto a space Y which is 
not realcompact. By his result the hyperspace 2” of closed subsets of X is then not realcompact, 
and the extension lIf(uf) off to the topological completion (the Hewitt realcompactification) of 
X is not onto. The latter fact solves problems raised by Morita [16] and by- Isiwata [12] both 
negatively. We also consider the problem whether or not the hyperspace of a hereditarily Lindeliif 
space is hereditarily realcompact. 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces considered are assumed to be completely regular Hausdorff, and all 
maps are continuous. A cardinal is an initial ordinal. The symbol w is wO, c is 2”, 
and cf(a) stands for the cofinality of a. Recall that cf(c)> wI under certain set 
theoretic assumptions such as c= w2 or Martin’s axiom and the negation of the 
continuum hypothesis (= MA + 1CH). The main purpose of this paper is to prove 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Zf cf( c) > w,, then there exists an open-closed map f from a normal, 
strongly O-dimensional, realcompact space X of nonmeasurable cardinal onto a space 
Y which is not realcompact, 
For a space X, 2x denotes the space of closed subsets of X with the finite topology 
which we now refer to as the hyperspace of X. In [9, lo], Ginsburg asked the 
following questions: 
(a) Is realcompactness preserved under open-closed images? 
(b) Is 2* realcompact whenever X is? 
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It follows from [ 10, Proposition 3.31 (see Lemma 4 below) that a topological property 
of spaces preserved by closed subspaces and by hyperspaces is preserved under 
open-closed images. Since realcompactness is closed hereditary, our theorem answers 
(a) and (b) both negatively under the assumption that cf(c) > w,. 
For a space X, crX and OX denote respectively the DieudonnC topological 
completion and the Hewitt realcompactification of X. It is known [l] that every 
map f: X + Y extends to unique maps gf: PX + p Y and vf: UX + vY. A map 
f: X + Y is called a WZ-map if (pf)-‘( y) = clpxf-‘( y) for each y E Y, where ,Bf is 
the extension of f to the Stone-Cech compactification /3X of X [l 11. All closed 
maps are WZ-maps. The following problems (c) and (d) were raised by Morita [16] 
and by Isiwata [ 121, respectively: 
(c) If f: X + Y is an open-closed map, is pf: PX --, P Y also an open-closed map? 
(d) If f: X+ Y is an onto open WZ-map, is uf: OX-, uY also an onto open 
WZ-map? 
Let f be an open-closed map from a realcompact space X of nonmeasurable 
cardinal onto a non-realcompact space Y. Then X =pX= OX and by Shirota’s 
theorem [22] (cf. also [l, Theorem 6.11) PY = oY, so pf (= of) is not onto. Thus 
our theorem also shows that if cf(c) > w,, then the answers to (c) and (d) are both 
negative. Furthermore, if we define a map g from the topological sum X0 Y to Y 
by g] X = f and g] Y = idy, then g is open-closed and pg (= og) is onto, but pg is 
not a WZ-map; indeed, for any y E PY - Y, [P(pg)]-i(y) = (/If)-‘(y)@(y), while 
c&,,,(@)-‘(Y) ={y) since p(XO Y) = XOpY. 
Theorem 1 is proved in Section 3. In Section 4, we consider the problem whether 
or not the hyperspace of a hereditarily Lindelof space is hereditarily realcompact. 
and show that a special case of this problem is equivalent to the L-space problem: 
Does there exist a hereditarily Lindeliif space which is not separable? 
From now on, C denotes the Cantor set and N denotes the space of positive 
integers. The cardinality of a set A is denoted by IAl. An ordinal is always identified 
with the space of smaller ordinals equipped with the order topology. For details of 
2x see [14], and for PX and OX see [l] or [8]. For undefined notions we refer to 
[51* 
2. Lemmas 
Let X be a space. A subspace Y of X is said to be G&osed in X if for every 
x E X - Y there exists a G&-set G in X such that x E G and G n Y = 0, and Y is 
said to be a generalized F, in X if for every open set U containing Y there exists 
an F,-set F in X such that Y c F c U. These notions were introduced by Mrowka 
[17] and by Smirnov [23], respectively, under different names. 
Lemma 1. (Mrowka [17]). A G&osed subspace of a realcompact space is real- 
compact. 
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Lemma 2. (Smirnov [23]). Let Y be a generalized F,-subspace of a normal space X. 
Then Y is normal and dim Y s dim X. 
The following well known fact is the key to the proof of Theorem 1 (cf. [5, 
3.12.111). 
Lemma 3. If K is a closed subset of C, then either IK 1 s w or IK I= c. 
ForsubsetsLI,,...,Lr,ofX,let(U,,...,Lr,)={FE2XIFcU,u...uLI,and 
FnfJi#Oforeachi=l,..., n}. The finite topology on 2x is that topology having 
as a base the family of sets of the form (U,, . . . , U,,), where U,, . . . , U, are open 
in X The empty set is an isolated point of 2.‘. The following lemma is a corollary 
to the proof of [lo, Proposition 3.31. 
Lemma 4. (Ginsburg [lo]). Iff:X+ Y is an open-closed onto map, then Y and 2’ 
are embedded in 2” as closed subspaces. 
Outline of proof. Let 9,={f-‘(y)ly~ Y} and ~,={~-‘(F)IFE~~}; then 9, and 
9* are closed in 2x. Since f is open-closed, it follows from [14, Theorem 5.101 that 
9, (resp. g2) is homeomorphic to Y (resp. 2’). Cl 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
The proof consists of eight claims. Let Y* be the subspace of all P-points (whether 
isolated or not) of c+ 1, i.e., Y* = {a cclcf(a) f w}, and let Y = Y*-(c). Then Y* 
is Gs-closed in c+ 1 and is a P-space (i.e., a space in which every G&-set is open). 
The following Claims 1 and 2 ar; immediate consequences of Lemma 1 and [5, 
2.7.5(c) and 5.5.22(h)]. 
Claim 1. The space Y* is realcompact. 
Claim 2. The space Y is normal and countablp paracompact. 
Claim 3. The space Y is realcompact if and only if cf(c) = wI. Moreocer, if cf(c) > wi, 
then VY = Y*. 
Proof. If cf(c) = 01, then there is an WI-sequence {cr*},,.+,, in c such that sup a, =c 
and LY, <a, if p <A. Let A be the set of all limit ordinals in wi. For each A E A, 
let PA =supWGA (Y,, and set 
Zo={(r~ Yla<&,,}, and 
Z*={aE YIP*Ca<P*+&,}, AEil. 
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Then Y can be considered as the topological sum of Z,, and Z,,. A E ‘1, because each 
PA is not in Y*. Since Z,) and Z, are closed in Y*, they are realcompact by Claim 
1. Hence it follows from [8, 12G] that Y is realcompact. Conversely, assume that 
cf(c) > wI. We show that every real-valued continuous function 4 on Y is constant 
on a tail of Y. We first assert that for each n EN there exists y,, E Y such that 
/4(cu)-d(y,,)l< l/n for each a~ Y with ~3 yn. For, if this were not true, then for 
some n EN, we can define inductively an w,-sequence {6,},+ in Y such that 6, < 6, 
if A <P and ]4(S,)-c#~(S,+i)]> l/n for each A <w,. Since cf(c)>w,, there exists 
6 = sup S, in Y, and then d would not be continuous at 6, a contradiction. Let 
y = sup y,,. Then y < c and d is constant on {a E Yj a > y}. Thus every real-valued 
continuous function on Y extends continuously to Y*, which implies that Y is not 
realcompact and OY = Y*. 0 
The space Y* is a variant of the space given in [8,9L], where the fact that every 
real-valued continuous function on Y is constant on a tail was proved by an 
alternative method. 
Let Ix~}~<, be a one-to-one enumeration of C. Consider the product space Y* X C 
and its subspace 
Define a map f from X to Y by f(( a, x0)) = a. Then f is onto, and for each (Y E Y, 
f-‘(a)=Xn({a}xC)={( a,xp)la up}. For ordinals a, p with p <cu SC, let 
(P,~l={YE Y*lp<Y-I. 
Claim 4. Let LY E Y, and let V be an open set in Y x C containing f-‘( a). Then there 
exist a neighborhood U of LY’ in Y and an open set G in C such that Xn 
(UXC)c UXGc Vand /C-G/SW. 
Proof. Let G = {x E Cl ( (Y, x) E V}; then G is open in C. Since f-‘(a) c V, C - G c 
{X@&W so IC- GI<c, and hence IC- G(s w by Lemma 3. If we set PO= 
sup(p] xP E C - G}, then p,, < a, because cf(a) # w. For each x E G, there exist a 
neighborhood U, of (r in Y and an open neighborhood G, of x in C such that 
CJ, X G, c V. Since G is Lindeliif, we can find a countable subset H of G with 
lJxEH G, = G. Let 
Since (Y is a P-point, U is a neighborhood ’ of CY in Y such that Xn 
(UxC)c UxGc V. Cl 
Claim 5. The map f is an open-closed map. 
Proof. By the definition of X, it is easily checked that f is open. To see that f is 
closed, let F be a closed subset of X, and let a E Y-f(F). There is a closed set E 
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in Y X C with E n X = F. Since f-‘(c~) n E = 0. by Claim 4 there is a neighborhood 
u of a in Y such that Xn(UXC)c(YxC)-E. Since (UxC)nF=@, lJn 
f(F) =O, which shows that f(F) is closed in Y. 0 
Claim 6. The space X is realcompact. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 and Claim 1, it suffices to show that X is G,-closed in Y* x C. 
Let (a, xp) E ( Y* X C) -X; then p < a. Set G = (/3, a] X(X@}. Since {xp} is a G6-set 
in C, G is a G6-set in Y* x C with G n X = 8. Thus X is G,-closed in Y* x C. •I 
Claim 7. The space X is a generalized F, in Y x C. 
Proof. For each (Y cc, let 
Yo={BE Y&a} and X,=Xn(Y,xC). 
We first show, by induction, that each X, is a generalized F, in Y X C. If (x = 0, 
this is obvious, because X, is then {0} x C. So assume that this has been proved for 
all p < a (it 0). In case LY E Y, since cf(a) = w. there is a sequence {&,}nEw in a such 
that X, =lJ nEW X,“. Since a union of countably many generalized F,‘s is a general- 
ized F,, X, is a generalized F,, in Y X C by the induction assumption. In case (Y E Y, 
let V be an open set in Y X C containing X,. Then by Claim 4 there exist /3 <a 
and an open set G in C such that 
Xn((p,a]xC)c(p,a]xGc 1’. 
By the induction assumption, there is an F,-set E’ in Y X C with X, c E’c V. Let 
E = E’u ((j3, a] X G). Then, since (p, (Y] is closed in Y and G is an F,-set in C, E 
is an F,-set in Y X C such that X, c E c L’. Thus X, is proved to be a generalized 
F,, in Y X C. Next, we distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. cf(c) = w,. As we observed in the proof of Claim 3, Y is then written 
as the topological sum of w, many bounded subspaces Z,, A E A u {0}, of Y. For 
each A E il u {O}, X n (Z, x C) is a generalized F, in Y X C, because Z, is closed 
in Y, Z, is a subset of some Y,, and each X, has been shown to be a generalized 
F, in Y X C. Then since Z, is open-closed in Y, the space X can be written as the 
topological sum of generalized F,‘s and, thus, X is itself, a generalized F, in Y x C. 
Case 2. cf(c) > wl. Let W be an open set in Y X C containing X. For each y E C, 
let Iy = { y E YI ( y, y) e W}, and let 
J={yE CII,n(a,c]=(b for some CY<C}. 
Then we can assert that IC-J] s w. For, if /C-J]> w, then we can define inductively 
wl-sequences {aAIAlw, in Y and {Y~I~<~, inCsuchthat(a,,~~)E WforeachA<w, 
and if A < P, then (Y,, < (I~ and y, Z y,. Since cf(c) > ml, there is a’ = sup a, in Y. 
By Claim 4, there exist p’ < LY’ and an open set G’ in C such that 
(fi’,a’]xG’~ W and IC-G’j~w. 
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Since h IA .+ is uncountable, there is p < w, such that j3’ ( a, and y+ E G’. Then 
(c~,,y,)~(/3’,a’]xG’c W, a contradiction. Thus IC-J~cw. Let IEJ; then I,n 
(a”,~]=0 for some a”<~. Let {G,},,N be a neighborhood base of x in C with 
G, = G,+,. For each n EN, set 
K,={y~Yja”<y, and (&y]xG,$ W forall6<y}. 
Then K, is closed in Y, K, 2 K,, , , and nncY K, = 0. Since Y is normal and countably 
paracompact, it follows from [2, Theorem 41 (or [13, Theorem 21) that there is a 
real-valued continuous function $ on Y such that $(y) >O for all YE Y and 
IJ( y) < l/n when y E K,. Since cf(c) > w,, as we observed in the proof of Claim 3, 
J, must be constant on a tail of Y, which implies that K, n (a,, c] = 0 for some m E N 
and some (Y, cc. Let G, = G,; then 
{YE YIa,<y<c}xG,c W, 
so G, c J. This shows that J is open in C and hence an F,,-set in C. For all x E J, 
choose such LY, <c and G, = J. Then, .I being Lindelof, we can find a countable 
subset H of J with UxaH G, = J. If we set 
5 = max sup LYE, 
{ 
sup(pIx, E C-J) 7 
XGH I 
then 5 <c since IC - Jj c W, and it follows that 
Xn(TxC)c TxJc w, 
where T = {y E Y( 5 < y < c}. Since X, is a generalized F, in Y X C, there is an Fe-set 
F’ in YXC with X*‘F’c W. Let 
F=F’u(TxJ). 
Then F is an Fe-set in Y X C with X c F c W. Hence X is proved to be a generalized 
F, in Y X C. 0 
Claim 8. The space X is normal and strongly O-dimensional. 
Proof. Since Y is normal and countably paracompact, it follows from [2, Lemma 
31 that Y X C is normal, and hence X is normal by Lemma 2 and Claim 7. Since 
C is compact, it follows from [ 1.5, Theorem 51 that dim( Y x C) < dim Y + dim C = 0. 
Since X is a generalized F, in Y x C, dim X = 0 by Lemma 2. Thus X is strongly 
O-dimensional. 0 
Claims 1-8 complete the proof of Theorem 1. The problem of whether or not 
the assumption cf(c)> w, can be removed from the theorem remains open. By 
Lemma 4, 2x contains a copy of Y as a closed subspace. Thus it follows from Claim 
3 that if cf(c) > w,, then 2x is not realcompact; however, we do not know whether 
or not 2x and 2y are realcompact in case cf(c) = wl. 
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Remarks. (i) The fact that Y is a P-space is not an accident. Indeed, in the proof 
of [ 11, Theorem 6.21, Isiwata showed that if Y is a non-realcompact image of a 
realcompact space under an open WZ-map, then Y contains a non-realcompact 
P-space as an open-closed subspace. 
(ii) There are several properties of spaces related to realcompactness: (1) N- 
compactness [6], (2) ultrarealcompactness [20], (3) almost realcompactness [7], (4) 
a-realcompactness [3], (5) topological completeness [l], (6) almost topological 
completeness [ 191, (7) P,-compactness [25], and (8) P-realcompactness [25]. The 
relationship of these properties to realcompactness is summarized as follows, where 
(i) - (j) ((i) ---D (j)) means that every space (of nonmeasurable cardinal) having 
(i) has (j): 
(8) e--------(7) 
T T 
(1) -(2)-----t realcompactness t------_ (5) 
1 1 
(3) a__-____: (6) 
1 
(4) 
It follows from Shirota’s theorem [22] that a topologically complete space of 
nonmeasurable cardinal is realcompact. Terada proved in [25] that a Pz-compact 
space of nonmeasurable cardinal and a realcompact space are P-realcompact. Other 
implications follow immediately from the definitions. Since a strongly O-dimensional, 
realcompact space is N-compact [18, (iv,), p. 5981, the space X in the proof of 
Theorem 1 is N-compact. On the other hand, since a normal, countably paracompact, 
a-realcompact space and a P-realcompact P-space are realcompact (cf. [3, Corollary 
l.lO]), it follows from Claims 2 and 3 that Y has none of the above listed properties 
in case cf(c) > w,. Since all of these properties are known to be closed hereditary, 
Theorem 1 together with Lemma 4 shows that, under cf(c) > w,, they are not 
preserved by open-closed images nor by hyperspaces. 
In [9, lo], Ginsburg proved that if a space X is Lindeltif, then 2x is realcompact. 
In the light of his result, the following problems naturally arise. 
Problem 1. Does there exist a non-Lindelof space X for which 2x is realcompact? 
Problem 2. If D is an uncountable discrete space of nonmeasurable cardinal, then 
is 2O realcompact? 
Clearly, a positive answer to the second question answers positively the first. 
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4. Hereditary realcompactness of 2” 
We consider the following problem: If X is a hereditarily Lindelof space, then 
is 2” hereditarily realcompact? 
Proposition 1. If a space X is not hereditarily separable, then 2” contains a copy of 
w, + 1, and hence it is not hereditarily realcompact. 
Proof. If X is not hereditarily separable, then X contains a subset {x,,}~_,, such 
that, for all A <w,, .r,,~cl,{x,~~ <A}. Define a map 8 from w,+ 1 into 2,’ by 
6(h) =cI,vy(xcll cc <A}. To show that 8 is continuous, let A E wI + 1 and let 
(U,,..., U,) be a neighborhood of 8(A) in 2x. For each i = 1,. . . , n, pick 5, E Ui A 
{x,,l~<A} and let p=supcr,. Then p<A. and if p<ysA, ~(~)E(U,,...,U,J, 
which shows that 8 is continuous. Since 8 is one-to-one and w, + 1 is compact, 13 is 
an embedding. II 
Corollary 1. If D is an uncountable discrete space, then 2O is not hereditarily 
realcompact. 
A space is said to be perfect if every closed set is a G,-set. 
Proposition 2. Let X be a first countable space. Then each point of 2.Y is a G6-set 
if and only if X is perfect and hereditarily separable. 
Proof. To prove ‘if’ part, let FE 2”. Then there exist a family { Un}ns4 of open sets 
in X with nnsN CJ,, = F and a countable dense subset E of F. For each e E E, take 
a countable neighborhood base {G,,}nEN of e in X. Then it is easily checked that 
Thus {F} is a G,-set in 2”. Conversely, if each point of 2x is a GB-set, then 2” 
cannot contain a copy of w, + 1, and hence it follows from Proposition 1 that X is 
hereditarily separable. Let H be a closed subset of X; then there is a countable 
family {%,,}ncN of open sets in 2” with nncN %,, = {H}. For each n EN. take a basic 
neighborhood (U,,,, . . . , CJ,,k,n,) of H in 2x contained in %,,. Setting V,, = Unl u * * - u 
u ,,4,n, for each n EN, \ve have a family { Vn}neV of open sets in X with nncN V, = H. 
Thus X is perfect. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let X be a first countable, hereditarily Lindeliif space. Then 2x is 
hereditarily realcompact if and only if X is hereditarily separable. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, we need only to prove the sufficiency. By [lo, Theorem 
3.11, 2” is realcompact. Since a hereditarily Lindelijf space is perfect, it follows 
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from Proposition 2 that each point of 2x is a G&-set, so every subset of 2x is 
G,-closed. By Lemma 1, this implies that X is hereditarily realcompact. Cl 
Corollary 2. If X is a separable metric space, then 2x is hereditarily realcompact. In 
particular, 2N is hereditarily realcompact. 
It is known (cf. [4], [21]) that a certain set theoretic assumption, such as CH or 
the negation of Souslin’s hypothesis, implies the existence of a first countable, 
hereditarily Lindeliif space which is not separable, while recently Szentmiklossy has 
proved in [24] that if MA + 1CH is assumed, then every first countable, hereditarily 
Lindeliif space is hereditarily separable. Consequently, if we restrict to first countable 
spaces, then the answer to our problem is independent of the usual axioms for set 
theory. The following problem remains open. 
Problem 3. Does there exist in ZFC an example of a hereditarily Lindelof space 
X for which 2x is not hereditarily realcompact? 
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